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This map displays degree requirements, courses, faculty information, clubs & organizations, and
Library resources associated with American Studies across the seven Claremont Colleges (7Cs) for
the 2013-14 academic year. It was compiled using public information drawn from Colleges websites,
course schedules and catalogs, and the Claremont Colleges Library website. These maps should be
understood as a snapshot of the consortium in time, and not representative of current
information beyond 2013-14.
This project was completed as part of an IMLS Sparks! Ignition grant in 2013-14.
This Curriculum Tool is brought to you for free and open access by the Claremont Colleges Curriculum Tools at Scholarship @ Claremont. It has been
accepted for inclusion in Curriculum Maps by an authorized administrator of Scholarship @ Claremont. For more information, please contact
scholarship@cuc.claremont.edu.
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Courses	by	term Fall	2013 PHYS108	KS-01	Programming	for	Science+Engineer r
Faculty
CMC
Arthur	Lee
Research	Interests:	Programming	languages,	Database	
systems
Harvey	Mudd
Zach	Dodds
Research	Interests:	Robotics	and	Computer	Vision	in	
Undergraduate	Education
Mike	Erlinger
TResearch	Interests:	High	Speed	Networking	and	Increasing	Computer	Science	Awareness	in	Youth
Bob	Keller
TResearch	Interests:	Intelligent	Music	Software,	Neural	Networks,	Programming	Languages
Geoff	Kuenning
TResearch	Interests:	File	Systems
Colleen	Lewis
TResearch	Interests:	Computer	Science	Education
Ran	Libeskind-Hadas
TResearch	Interests:	Algorithms	for	Optical	Networks,	Computational	Biology
Melissa	O'Neill
TResearch	Interests:	Programming	Languages,	Parallel	Computing
Chris	Stone
TResearch	Interests:	Theory	and	Implementation	of	Programming	Languages
Elizabeth	Sweedyk
TResearch	Interests:	Computer	Games
Ben	Wiedermann
TResearch	Interests:	Programming	Languages
Pomona T
Kim	B.	Bruce
T
Research	Interests:		programming	language	design,	the	
semantics	and	pragmatics	of	natural	languages,	and	
Computer	Science	education
Everett	L.	Bull,	Jr.
TResearch	Interests:	theory	of	computation,	applications	of	logic,	and	security
Tzu-Yi	Chen
TResearch	Interests:	complex	networks,	sparse	matrix	computations,	algorithms,	and	computer	science	education
Sara	Owsley	Sood
T
Research	Interests:	artificial	intelligence,	machine	learning,	
social	media,	information	retrieval,	and	human-computer	
interaction
